2022-3-23 Big Data Betting Newsletter – System change
Dear all,
(This is a group mail to my Betaminic newsletter list and www.BettingSystemsGuide.com newsletter list.)
Super Short Summary of this newsletter:
1. AT-9 Results and review: +8.43% after 761 main strategy bets from about 1,000 picks (1.1% ROI)
2. Conservative and Aggressive results for AT-9 in March (A-bots only). Aggressive: -41% Conservative: -17.5%
3. System Change: Separate single strategy focussed sets
• Overs One Strategy System: Colossus 06 Away Scoring Overs 34 of 111 leagues (2021-9-23) (34 picks
per month) (Recommended!)
• Home Win One Strategy System: HOMES YENİ SHARE by User GrandEkinoks (Updated 2021-01-05)
30 of 111 leagues (33 picks per month)
• Draw One Strategy System: Draws are in late - All Leagues (21 picks per month) (Experimental)
• Unders One Strategy System - TW Under 2.5 Goals Against the Trend 101 of 111 leagues (26 picks
per month) (Experimental)
• Three Strategy System: 100 picks per month
• Six Strategy System: 174 picks per month
4. Excel file – Betaminic Strategies Snapshot
5. .gz – Bf Bot Manager bot files

1. AT-9 Results and review: +8.43% after 761 main strategy bets from about 1,000 picks (1.1% ROI)
It has been a negative month for this set and with my new over 2.5 goal pick related bots doing so well, I am going to
make changes to my system.
In profit, but didn’t cover costs.
The final result of this AT-9 system from November 19th to March 24th, about 4 months, is that the set has made
+8.43% profit, which is better than making a loss, but it did not cover costs with its starting bank of 1,000. If the
starting bank had been 10,000, then it would have covered costs and made a small profit.
Staking plans and additional bets were very important
Just betting on the picks with my Secure staking would have led to a -16% loss, so the add-on bets were important.
Simple level stakes betting just on the picks would have led to a -29% loss, so having the Secure staking plan
improved on that result. The add-on bots were really important in keeping the system in overall profit when the
individual strategies had bad runs. The obvious conclusion of these results is that the extra bets related to the over
2.5 goal picks alone could be a system by themselves since they made +27% from bets triggered by just 220 picks
over 4 months which is much cheaper to run. And during that time not all of those add-on bots were running since
some were added in later on. So, my next plan is to do just that, create a separate system for these over 2.5 goals
picks. I highly recommend the new Overs System that I explain later on in this newsletter.

AT-9 Strategies Review
No Draws Medium Streak – Both Teams (Updated 2021-11-15) All 111 leagues
This strategy performed ok. This style of against the trend draw betting fits with my betting style, so I will continue to
use it or variations of it. My staking actually managed to make profit of +2.6 points from 74 bets when the Betaminic
version actually made a loss of -1.66 points over the same period with 98 bets. This is possibly due to the Betfair
odds, avoiding bets under the minimum recommended odds or the Secure3 Staking plan settings.

For my next draw backing system, I will be using “Draws are in late - All Leagues” which is very similar in its filters to
these top ranking draw strategies: No Draws Medium Streak - Both Teams, Golden 6.6 Draws are in late (by Maxi)
Ver2 for All 111 leagues (Updated 2021-11-17), Golden6.6 – Draws are in late 2.0,

Draws are in late - All Leagues has a low Max DD for a draw strategy and has been getting good results recently.

Not home on. (Updated 2021-11-15)
I caught a very negative variance. It is a higher odds strategy with a large Max Drawdown, which I usually don’t like,
but I was drawn by its high ranking. Maybe my mistake was starting to follow strategies that I am not familiar with
just because they are at the top of the rankings and then caught their natural negative variance. But with two big
losing months in February and March, there is a good chance that this strategy is going to have a winning month in
April. So you would not be wrong for sticking with it if you like the logic behind it. It is an against the trend strategy
that backs home teams that have not had good home form. I do not want to miss the upswing, so I will continue to
follow it.

The all period results show this has been its worst 2 months ever in its history. Either the trend is broken or it is due
a very profitable positive variance upswing in April. I am going to keep following it because I think that return to the
trend line is coming.

I wondered if the updated version did worse than the original version, but the original version has also has a losing
run of 5 months, which came after 3 winning months. From this comparison we can see that the updated version
performed better than the original version and be confident in following the new version.

The last 2 months have also been the worst 2 months in the original strategy’s history, too. I think the positive
variance will come soon. Giving up too early is how I missed out on profits in the past, and then saw those same
strategies rise up the rankings again with their winning runs.

Contend UD (Updated 2021-11-15)
This one did well. Even though it had 3 months of losses in a row, it then had a big March run and made +6% yield
over this period. That shows how picking a set of strategies and sticking with them is important. Giving up too early
can mean losing out on the winning runs. That’s why I tried to stick with this set of strategies for as long as possible
to give them a chance. Almost all of its profit came in the 4th month.

Looking long term, March has been one of the biggest wins in this strategy’s history. I think it is now due a negative
turn to return to its trend, so I am going to stop following it in April and wait for a losing month before considering
following it again. Using the same logic for why I will continue with Not home on., I will pause this one.

Home Dog 88 of 111 leagues
Despite not having good recent results before November 2021, it has had a great run. I really like the logic behind
this strategy and it is one of my personal favourites, developed from the original Colossus 01 Home Dog strategy I
created back in 2017. Again, it had 3 months of losses in December, January and February according to Betaminic
results and most of its profit came in March. This again shows the importance of following strategies long term.

Looking at long term results, this strategy does seem to be in the middle of unusually positive or negative variance
and I will keep following it.

Colossus 06 Away Scoring Overs 34 of 111 leagues (2021-9-23)
This long term strategy just keeps coming back. It had a bit of a flat run in 2021, but it has performed really nicely in
2022 and this is one I think I must follow for the long term. It is a true trend and chink in the bookmaker’s armour. I
am looking forward to the results of my new add-on bets idea for this strategy’s picks. One very interesting thing is
that even when the over 2.5 picks themselves made a loss, my add-on bets made a profit. So the strategy does find
markets that are value I think.

Long term results suggest the Colossus 06 is slightly under its trendline (10% yield) and we can expect good results to
keep coming.

The since shared results of the original Colossus 06 show that the updated 34 league version is outperforming the
original. So we can be confident in following the updated version.

Over 2.5 against the trend / Más 2.5 contra tendencia (Updated 2021-10-21)
This strategy had really good results with my new over x.5 goal based bots, despite making a loss with its over 2.5
goal picks since November 2021. I think it finds value derivative markets that we can take advantage of. The
Betaminic since shared results again show a strategy with 3 months of consecutive losses but profit over 6 months.

I will also use the ALL LEAGUES Over 2.5 against trend / TODAS las LIGAS Más 2.5 contra tendencia (Updated 202110-20) version in my next setup. These strategies have different settings so they find different picks. But they are
both against the trend types.

Under Home Underdog and Away Winner Streak (Updated 2021-11-16) All 111 Leagues
This strategy had a bad run, despite looking good back in November. With 4 months of consecutive losses, I am
dropping this one. Mainly because my next system is built on wanting goals and using more over 2.5 goal picks, so I
am going to drop this under 2.5 goal pick strategy since its picks might overlap with the over 2.5 picks. But looking at
the results, it could well be due to a run of positive variance after 6 months of consecutive losing months.

Recent results are well below the average. However, when I chose it, I really liked the logic of it, because it backs
under 2.5 goals in games where the home team is the underdog against an away team that won their last away
game. It looks like a game setup for 0-1, 1-0, 0-0 or 1-1. This one is not especially based on against the trend logic
and I cannot think of extra bets to go along with this strategy, so those are other reasons that I am going to drop it.

Backing the Draw / Apostando al Empate (107 of 111 leagues) (Updated 2021-12-09)
This actually made a profit in the last 4 months, but my staking plan ended up with a loss. I wonder if me skipping
bets under the minimum odds was a factor. The Betaminic strategy made 64 bets in this time but my bot only made
34 bets, so either the staking plan or skipping bets under the minimum recommended odds caused the problem. The
strategy itself was in profit. In the next draw set, I have a new idea to take advantage of related derivate markets and
try to get more profit out of value markets. For that, I will bet even if the odds are under minimum.

Looking at long term results, I worry that after such a strong March that April will be a losing month, so I am going to
pause this strategy.

TW Under 2.5 Goals Against the Trend 101 of 111 leagues
This strategy also made a profit in the last 4 months, but I added it to my set a bit late and missed out on some of
those profits. The Against the Trend idea here is still working though.

The long term results suggest a reasonably stable strategy. I wonder how I can make +X.5 goal based add-on bets
using this. If I were to do the reverse of the over 2.5 goal pick extra bets, then I would be betting on under 1.5 goals
FT and under 0.5 goals by HT. This would be very experimental since I have not even been testing it. But I will begin
to test this idea, too. Due to the filters of this strategy it should not overlap with the Over 2.5 goals against the trend
since it is backing matches that recently had many over 2.5 goal results, which is opposite to other strategy’s filters
which bets on games with many under 2.5 goal results recently.

2. Conservative and Aggressive results for AT-9 in March (A-bots only). Aggressive: -41% Conservative: -17.5%
My monthly trackers for the 2 sets showed again what I predicated, the aggressive settings have bigger ups and
downs than the conservative settings. I think for high volume betting the conservative settings are a better choice.

Secure3 Conservative Staking
Odds Bracket
Settings
1.01-1.49
Bet 2% of bank
1.50-1.99
Bet 1.5% of bank
2.00-2.49
Bet 1% of bank
2.50-4.49
Bet 0.5% of Bank
4.50+
Bet 0.25% of bank

Secure3 Aggressive Staking
Odds Bracket
Settings
1.01-1.49
Bet 4% of bank
1.50-1.99
Bet 3% of bank
2.00-2.49
Bet 2.5% of bank
2.50-4.49
4.50+

Bet 1.5% of Bank
Bet 0.5% of bank

3. System Change: Separate single strategy focussed sets
One of the key things I have learned from this 4 month run is that the “derivative markets” hold even more
opportunities for value bets than the main markets. (For example, betting on the over 0.5 goals market for over 2.5
picks.) This was suggested to me months ago by one member of our group who used to work for a sportsbook, and I
am thinking that this is an area I need to focus more on. I think I can use the Betaminic strategies to identify a value
market and then try and make extra bets on other markets related to that main market, for example the over 0.5 HT,
0.5 FT, 1.5 FT markets for over 2.5 goal picks and the correct score markets for draw picks and the in-play markets
for the home win picks.
From the last 4 months, the extra bets on the over 2.5 picks from 2 strategies did very well, making nearly 30% profit.
A05 Colossus 06 Away Scoring Overs 34 of 111 leagues (2021-9-23) (Colossus 06 Scoring Away Overs) 34ppm
A06 Over 2.5 against the trend / Más 2.5 contra tendencia (Updated 2021-10-21) 21ppm

In the screenshot above, there are 2 of each bot, the first triggered by A05 Colossus 06 Away Scoring Overs and the
second by A06 Over 2.5 against the trend.
A very interesting result was that A05 Colossus 06 Away Scoring Overs’s normal Over 2.5 goal bets made more
profit than A06 Over 2.5 against the trend’s Over 2.5 goal bets (+183 vs -59) BUT the reverse was true for the addon bet bots. A06 Over 2.5 against the trend made much more profit. That makes me think that A06 Over 2.5 against
the trend found value markets where more value was available in the derivative markets. This was true for
Lay The Draw bets -14 vs +29 (A05 vs A06)
Over 1.5 goals FT bets -12 vs +112 (A05 vs A06)
Over 0.5 goals HT bets +43 vs +109 (A05 vs A06)
BUT A05 Colossus 06 Away Scoring Over did better for some markets
Lay under 2.5 goals at HT if 0-0 and trade out if a goal scored. +10 vs +6 (A05 vs A06)
Back Over 1.5 goals FT at HT if 0-0. +0.12 vs -5.23 (A05 vs A06)
Back Over 0.5 goals FT at HT if 0-0 -23 vs -42 (A05 vs A06)
There is still not enough data to get a conclusive idea of how to balance the staking levels. After I get more data I
hope it will become clearer. My first idea is to use both strategies and they will balance each other out.
For a few weeks in March I have been testing my new over 2.5 goal setup.
On my simulated bots PC I ran a 1,000 bank with percentage staking which was triggered only by
Colossus 06 Away Scoring Overs 34 of 111 leagues (2021-9-23) 34ppm
ALL LEAGUES Over 2.5 against trend / TODAS las LIGAS Más 2.5 contra tendencia (Updated 2021-10-20) 35ppm

During this period, both strategies had losing 2 weeks, Colossus 06 -12 points and ALL LEAGUES Over 2.5 against the
trend -6 points. BUT in this time 3 of the 4 derivative market bets made profit. This suggests that those markets are

even more value, so much so that even when the 2.5 goals bet does not win, it still makes profit. Now that is a big,
big discovery.

Over the same time period, on my Real betting VPS PC, I tried level stakes with more money on the lower odds bets.
This time I used picks from 6 over 2.5 goal strategies to try and get as many bets as possible.
Colossus 06 Away Scoring Overs 34 of 111 leagues (2021-9-23) 34ppm
Over 2.5 against the trend / Más 2.5 contra tendencia (Updated 2021-10-21) 21ppm
ALL LEAGUES Over 2.5 against trend / TODAS las LIGAS Más 2.5 contra tendencia (Updated 2021-10-20) 35ppm
Colossus 05 Against the Trend
Over Min 2 Yeni Strateji
X4+
The results were similar to the simulation bot results in that the over 2.5 goal bets lost money, but the other
derivative markets made a profit. These are very interesting results. They again suggest that even when the main
strategies themselves make a loss, the market they selected had value goal based bets.
What I really would like to do is to have separate add-on bots for each of the strategies but that would use up my
VPS resources even more. By adding several more markets to monitor, I am starting to worry about putting too
much pressure on my VPS resources, so I am trying to put bets into shared bots where possible. For my simulation
bots, I will separate them to see more clearly how each performs.
So my new system will involve separate strategies with separate banks for each system. They can be used with one
strategy of that market type or by multiple strategies of that market type. I will also try make the costs involved
clearer to understand. One big difference with this new setup is that I will be ignoring the minimum recommended
odds. The reason for this is that I want fixture picks, not specific bet picks. I want the picks to tell me which fixture is
likely to have value markets and then place the main pick and the additional bets on the fixture. This is a big
difference from my previous betting style.

System

Betaminic
Trigger Strategy

Overs System
Betting Bank 1

Colossus 06
Away Scoring
Overs 34 of 111
leagues (20219-23)

Home Win
System
Betting Bank 2

HOMES YENİ
SHARE by User
GrandEkinoks
(Updated 202101-05) 30 of
111 leagues

Picks
per
month
34ppm

Main & Add-on bets
(For manual or automated betting)

Additional Betaminic Trigger
Strategies for this system

Pre-Match Bets
1% Over 2.5 picks
3% Back over 0.5 goals FT
2% Back over 1.5 goals FT
2% Back over 0.5 goals HT
In-Play Bets
2% Back over 1.5 goals FT at HT if 0-0
5% liability Lay The Draw

Over 2.5 against the trend /
Más 2.5 contra tendencia
(Updated 2021-10-21) 21ppm
ALL LEAGUES Over 2.5 against
trend / TODAS las LIGAS Más
2.5 contra tendencia (Updated
2021-10-20) 35ppm

Unders
System
(Experimental)
Betting Bank 4

TW Under 2.5
Goals Against
the Trend 101
of 111 leagues

Three
Strategy
System
Six Strategy
System

All 3 Overs
Strategies

Pre-Match Bets
1% Home Win picks
In-Play Bets
1% on home team @10,20,30m if +
stats. This means if the home team live
stats are better than the away team
live stats then place an extra bet at
each time point. (5 stats = home
dangerous attacks, home total shots,
home possession, home attacks, home
shots on target)
1% @10,20,30m if HDA+5/THS+2. This
means if the home team live stats
Home Dangerous Attacks are +5 and
the Total Home Shots are +2 compared
to the away team stats, then place
extra bets at each time point.
10% Bet on home team if away team
gets a red card during the first half.
(Only if the home team had pre-match
odds under 2)
5% Liability Lay bet on away team win
if the away team scores first in the
first half. (Only if the home team had
pre-match odds under 2)
21ppm Pre-Match Bets
1% back the draw
1% back 0-0 in correct score
In-Play Bets
2% back the draw in-play if the score
is 1-0 or 0-1 up to 80m.
26ppm Pre-Match Bets
1% Under 2.5 picks
3% Back under 4.5 goals FT
2% Back under 3.5 goals FT
2% Back under 1.5 goals HT
In-Play Bets
2% Back under 3.5 goals FT at HT if 2
goals or less have been scored
100ppm Run the Overs system with 3 trigger
strategies for more bets per month.

All 6 Overs and
Home Win
Strategies

174ppm Run the Overs and Home Win systems
with 6 trigger strategies for more bets
per month.

Draw System
Draws are in
(Experimental) late - All
Betting Bank 3 Leagues

33ppm

Home Dog 88 of 111 leagues
13ppm
Not home on. (Updated 202111-15) 38 ppm

Backing the Draw / Apostando
al Empate (107 of 111 leagues)
(Updated 2021-12-09) 14ppm
(*But not in April and only
after it has a losing month.)
Under Home Underdog and
Away Winner Streak (Updated
2021-11-17) All 111 Leagues
23ppm

Notes on the Home Win system strategy choice
HOMES YENİ SHARE by User GrandEkinoks (Updated 2021-01-05) 30 of 111 leagues
This strategy is an updated version of a long time favourite of mine. It bets on underdogs at home, but the odds and
max drawdown is not so bad. It backs home teams who have not won at home for a while so it is against the trend in
style. It occasionally has bets that drop under evens, and that can trigger some of the odds-on additional bets when
there is a red card or the away team scores first. I think it will also work well with the in-play additional bets at 10m,
20m and 30m. The main reason why I am putting this in as my first recommendation for the home win trigger
strategy is because it has just had a very bad month, the worst in its history in fact. I believe this is a real trend, so I
see this as severe negative variance and I think I can catch its good month or a run of good months. For that reason, I
am adding it into my system for the next 6 months.

The updated version shows more profit per month than the original version, and it keeps a similar yield. So I am
confident in using the updated version.

Costs and Planning
I think you need to make a plan to follow strategies for at least 6 months to give them a chance to work. Big data
betting is about beating the bookmaker over the long term. For each system I have highlighted how much it would
cost to follow the strategies for about 6 months. The target of each system would be to pay for their costs and make
profit on top of that. If you are new to this, then I really recommend the Standard Pack of 100 picks to give you a real
chance to test out the strategies properly. If you are trying multiple strategies, then I strongly recommend the Gold
Pack or Professional pack to keep the pick costs as low as possible.
System
picks per
month

Overs
System
34 picks
Home
Win
System
33 picks
Draw
System
21 picks
Unders
System
26 picks
Three
Strategy
System
100 picks
Six
Strategy
System
174 picks

Professional Pack
1000 picks
€690
€0.69 per pick
€23.46
per month

Gold Pack
500 picks
€395
€0.79 per pick
€26.86
per month

Platinum Pack
250 picks
€222.50
€0.89 per pick
€30.26
per month

Standard Pack
100 picks
€99
€0.99 per pick
€33.66
per month

Basic Pack
Starter Pack
50 picks
25 picks
€54.50
€29.75
€1.09 per pick €1.19 per pick
€37.06
€40.46
per month
per month

1 pack lasts 2yr5mth

1 pack = 1yr2mth

1 pack = 7mth

1 pack = 3mth

1 pack = 1.5mth

1 pack = 3wks

€22.77
per month

€26.07
per month

€29.37
per month

€32.67
per month

€35.97
per month

€40.46
per month

1 pack lasts 2yr6mth

1 pack = 1y3mth

1 pack = 7.5mth

1 pack = 3mth

1 pack = 1.5mth

1 pack = 3wks

€14.49
per month

€16.59
per month

€18.69
per month

€20.79
per month

€22.89
per month

€24.99
per month

1 pack lasts 3yr11mth

1 pack = 2years

1 pack = 11mth

1 pack = 4.5mth

1 pack = 2.5mth

1 pack = 5wks

€17.94
per month

€20.54
per month

€23.14
per month

€25.74
per month

€28.34
per month

€30.94
per month

1 pack lasts 3yr2mth

1 pack = 1yr7mth

1 pack = 9mth

1 pack = 4mth

1 pack = 2mth

1 pack = 1mth

€69
per month

€79
per month

€89
per month

€99
per month

€109
per month

€119
per month

1 pack lasts 10mth

1 pack = 5mth

1 pack = 2.5mth

1 pack = 1mth

1 pack = 2wks

1 pack = 1wk

€120
per month

€137
per month

€154
per month

€172
per month

€189
per month

€207
per month

1 pack lasts 6mth

1 pack = 3mth

1 pack = 1.5mth

1 pack = 2wks

1 pack = 1wk

1 pack = 4days

Automated Betting
If you are doing automated betting, then you will need to factor in the Bf Bot Manager software and even a VPS if
you choose to use one. For automated betting I recommend the 12 month subscriptions to keep fixed costs low.
12 Months
6 Months
3 Months
1 Month
Subscription
Subscription
Subscription
Subscription
Bf Bot Manager Software
SimplyHosting VPS

£119.95
£10 per month
£130
£11 per month

£89.95
£15 per month

£59.95
£20 per month

£29.95
£30 per month
£12
£12 per month

4. Excel file – Betaminic Strategies Snapshot
I include my latest data snapshot so that you can easily view and sort strategies by the factors that are important to
you.

5. .gz – Bf Bot Manager bot files
I attach the new bot sets for automated bettors. They are all new bots with new unique strategy IDs and can be
imported alongside your existing bots. But remember, you can only have 1 A-bot running for each Betaminic strategy.
The Bf Bot Manager can only bet on each imported tip (pick) once.
The bot set includes all 31 bots, but only switch on and load the markets that you need for the bots you are running.
All 4 of the systems (Overs, Home Wins, Draws, Unders) are setup for 4 separate 1,000 or 100 starting banks
depending on which set you import. Change them to match your betting bank. Personally, I have divided a 400 total
betting bank into 4 separate banks for this next set. But I advise just using the Overs set or even the Overs and Home
Wins set. The Draws and Unders set is very experimental, so use with care. But the Overs set I can recommend with
confidence and the Home Wins set is not using any new bots, so it should work fine if the trigger strategies go well.
Bf Bot Manger Note – You need 9 markets autoloading setup
MATCH_ODDS
OVER_UNDER_15
CORRECT_SCORE
OVER_UNDER_25
OVER_UNDER_05
OVER_UNDER_35

OVER_UNDER_45
FIRST_HALF_GOALS_05
FIRST_HALF_GOALS_15

If you have any questions, please feel free to ask me.
Best of luck in April!
Tom

Useful Links
My Site: www.bettingsystemsguide.com
Reddit Betaminic Community: https://www.reddit.com/r/AutomatedBettingBots/
Betaminic betting strategies: http://www.betaminic.com/?ref=TomW
Bf Bot Manager automated betting software: https://www.bfbotmanager.com/affiliate/364
The Staking Machine staking analysis software: https://www.thestakingmachine.com/affiliates/whitaker
Affiliate Disclosure: My website and newsletters contain affiliate links. I am a Betaminic, Bf Bot Manager and TSM
affiliate and I may get commission from your purchases with them.

